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facilitated SCIG (a 10% SCIG preparation plus an 
enzyme called hyaluronidase). In general, SCIG 
regimens require the individual with PI or caregiver 
to learn how to self-administer at home. Both forms 
of SCIG allow for self-administration at home. 
Facilitated SCIG may be administered at home or 
in-office administration with a nurse, depending on 
insurance coverage and preference. 

SCIG is usually infused under the skin, into the 
subcutaneous layer of the abdomen, thighs, or outer 
buttocks at one or multiple sites, depending on 
the volume being infused (Figure 28:3). The total 
monthly dose is calculated by the prescriber, then 
divided according to the interval between infusions 
(usually weekly or biweekly for conventional SCIG 
and every three-four weeks for facilitated SCIG). 
The number of needle sticks (sites) is also calculated 
for the individual depending on the volume and 
the concentration of the SCIG to be infused. 
Larger intervals between infusions require larger 
volumes of product to achieve the same total dose. 
Conventional SCIG can be given daily, weekly, every 
two weeks, or multiple times per week, as long as 
the total monthly dose is divided appropriately. 
Dosing daily involves subcutaneous injection of 
small volumes without the need for a pump, using 
only a syringe. Facilitated SCIG can be given every 
three-four weeks to deliver the total monthly dose at 
once into the subcutaneous space. This is facilitated 
by the use of human bioengineered hyaluronidase. 
Hyaluronidase is a naturally occurring enzyme in 
the subcutaneous tissues that is injected into the 
subcutaneous space before the Ig to expand the 
subcutaneous space and allow more medication 
to be infused into each site. The effects of the 
hyaluronidase enzyme are very short lived, and the 
tissues revert back to normal in 24 to 48 hours. The 
benefit of this therapy is a decrease in the frequency 
of infusions as it allows for an entire three or four-
week dose to be administered at one time.

Figure 28:3 Sites for infusion of SCIG

The length of the infusion varies depending on the 
volume infused, but generally takes up to one to two 
hours (or less). For SCIG, some of the standard (less 
concentrated) 10% IVIG preparations can be used via 
the subcutaneous route. Currently there are several 
20% (more concentrated) preparations indicated 
for subcutaneous use only that allow for smaller 
volumes to deliver the same dose with fewer needle 
sticks. With the 20% preparations, site volumes can 
range from 30ml to 60ml per site depending on the 
individual’s tolerance. In facilitated SCIG, about 300-
600ml can be delivered in one site or divided into 
two or more sites as tolerated. 

In general, SCIG is delivered using a small needle 
attached to tubing and a syringe that is placed in 
either an automatic mechanical pump or an electric 
programmable pump. Both pumps are portable. 
Alternatively, some individuals may prefer or better 
tolerate SCIG delivered by subcutaneous push, 
meaning that a small amount of SCIG is injected daily 
under the skin without the use of a pump. The Ig 
products come in a variety of vial sizes depending on 
the manufacturer. Several needle and tubing sizes are 
available, and troubleshooting problems with SCIG 
often involves reviewing that the equipment being 
used, such as needle sets, tubing, pump, etc., are 
appropriate for the individual receiving the therapy.

Dosing: As in IVIG, the typical starting dose is 
between 400 to 600mg/kg/month. The monthly 
dose is divided into infusions daily, weekly, or every 
two weeks. In contrast, facilitated SCIG enables the 
whole monthly dose to be infused every three to four 
weeks. Doses are adjusted to clinical effect, with the 
expectation of minimizing the frequency and severity 
of recurrent infections. IgG levels are monitored over 
time, correlated with clinical outcomes, and the dose 
is adjusted as necessary. With SCIG, there is a steady 
level of IgG (no peaks or troughs like IVIG) present in 
the bloodstream due to the more frequent dosing. 
With facilitated SCIG, there are peak and trough 
levels but the peak levels are not as high and trough 
levels are not as low, as with IVIG. 

Optimized Infusion Experience: Several 
variables involved with SCIG allow optimization of 
the infusion experience. Some of these variables 
include number of needle-sticks, infusion sites, 
volume infused/site, needle length, and pump 
type. The number of needle-sticks may be reduced 
by increasing the volume infused per site. Fewer 
sites are needed with the more concentrated 20% 
products. Conversely, more sites may be needed 
if the less concentrated solutions are used. With 
facilitated SCIG, which delivers the whole month’s 




